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Chapter One: Finding Freddy
Freddy the Pterodactyl was out flying one day when he
flew over a farm filled with carrots. He saw a little boy on
his own. He flew down to meet him.
“What’s your name?” Freddy asked.
“My name is Artie,” replied the little boy.
Artie picked some carrots and fed them to Freddy. Freddy
lifted Artie up with his claws and brought him back to his
nest in Millennium Park in Coolmine.
They saw many trees and lots of people running around
on the ground. There was a light show in the park as well.
After watching it, they went to the ice skating rink.
Freddy was skating around in circles until the ice broke and
he fell in. No one helped, so Artie jumped in and grabbed
Freddy’s neck. He pulled him all the way back up.
Freddy was freezing and needed some food to warm him up.
They took a trip to McDonalds and ordered two Big Macs.
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While they were eating, Freddy looked up and saw a
meteor coming towards them. He quickly picked up Artie
to bring him back to the nest in Millennium Park.
When they reached the nest it had been destroyed!
“I think I know another place,” said Freddy.
Freddy took Artie to a hut in the woods. When they got
there, they discovered that the hut was full of rabbits.
“Oh no! I’m afraid of rabbits!” screamed Freddy. Freddy
was so scared he laid an egg.
Artie picked up one of the rabbits to show Freddy that
they were not scary.
“It’s okay, boy,” Artie said. “They like carrots too.
They’re quite like you.”
“If they’re like me, then they’re not that bad,” Freddy
agreed.
Freddy and Artie found Donald Trump hiding in the hut
with all of the rabbits. They discovered that the reason
why he was so orange was because he ate a lot of carrots.
Luckily, Freddy still liked carrots.
Donald Trump was so surprised to see a pterodactyl in
Coolmine that he posted about it on Twitter. He hoped
that people would gather to capture it.
Freddy and Artie were so scared that they left Coolmine
for Blanchardstown.
They landed outside SuperValu when a man in a van
threw a net over Freddy and captured him.
Meanwhile, the egg that Freddy had laid in the woods
had hatched. Inside, there was a carrot named Frank.
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Artie headed back to the hut in the woods to gather the
rabbits to help save Freddy. When he got there, he found
Frank the Carrot being chased by all of the rabbits.
“We need to help your dad,” Artie told Frank.
Frank was being attacked by the rabbits but he knew he
had to help his dad.
“This means war,” were Frank’s first words.

Chapter 2: Frank’s Unfortunate Day
The rabbits chased Frank the carrot all the way to
Blanchardstown Shopping Centre and Artie followed.
They ran into Penneys but there were too many people,
so they left.
When they went outside, they saw a man offering candy.
“Do you want to see the candy in my van?” asked the man.
“Yes!” Artie shouted.
“No!” said Frank.
Artie thought about it for a minute and decided he did not
want to see the candy. Then he spotted a hole in the van
and when he looked closer, he could see Freddy inside.
“I can see Freddy is in the van,” Artie whispered to Frank.
“We should check it out.”
They thought about it for a minute.
“Yes, we’d love to see some candy,” Artie said slyly.
Meanwhile, Frank snuck behind the man and stole his
keys. He opened the back of the van and unlocked the
cage Freddy was stuck in to set him free.
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“Who are you?” asked Freddy.
“I’m your son. Don’t you know about me?” replied Frank.
“I had no clue!” Freddy was happy to see he had a carrot
for a son. “Thank you for saving my life, son.”
The driver was about to lock everyone back in the cage,
but they threw candy in his face and escaped with the van.
After they drove off, they realised they forgot Artie! When
Frank looked back, he saw all the rabbits and the Candy
Man chasing after Artie and the van.
Freddy and Frank didn’t know what to do, so they drove
until they ran out of fuel and had to pull into Starbucks.
They filled the van up with coffee for fuel and waited for
Artie to catch up.
They drove back to Millennium Park and made their way
to the playground. They climbed up to the top of the big
slide and made a new nest together. When Frank slid
down the slide, he hit a wall.
“OWWW!” cried Frank.
Freddy wanted to cheer Frank up, so he decided to take him
to the National Aquatic Centre to teach him how to swim.
Unfortunately, as soon as Frank hit the water his carrot
body turned soggy. Luckily, some of the girls from fifth
class at Scoil Bhríde Girls National School were on a
school trip.
“Poor Frank!” said one of the girls.
Frank got so wet that he had to get out and blow dry his
stem and leaves.
Suddenly, the Candy Man burst through the doors in a
tantrum!
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“What on Earth are you doing here?” screamed Frank.
“I’m here to carrot-nap you!” the Candy Man cried. He
pulled out a water gun and squirted a tiny bit of water
onto Frank’s stem.
“DON’T TOUCH MY SON!” Freddy roared.

Chapter 3: Little Bro’s Been Captured!
“Who even are you?!” shouted Freddy.
“You will never know,” the Candy Man replied. “Meet
me at Starbucks at one o’clock. I already captured your
friend, Artie.”
“Okay, we’ll come,” said Frank.
The Candy Man didn’t know that they had called Artie’s
older brother, Bob, to come and help them. He was bigger,
buffer and stronger than Artie.
“Heyyyyyy,” said Freddy to Bob on the phone.
“Wassup, bro?” replied Bob.
“So this little thing happened… and ummm, there was
this guyyyyy that kind of stole Artie.”
“Not my favourite younger brother!” Bob immediately
hung up. Freddy and Frank were worried that he wouldn’t
come.
They found a car on the side of the road with the keys
next to it. They hoped the car would start.
Frank hopped into the front seat and eventually found
where to put the keys. He wasn’t too sure how to drive
but he remembered a few things from Mario Kart.
“I don’t know how to drive,” said Frank.
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“I don’t have a licence either, since I’m a pterodactyl.”
Suddenly, Bob pulled up beside them in his swaggy
Porsche with hip hop music blaring.
“Let’s roll, my dudes,” said Bob.
They jumped into Bob’s Porsche and Bob sped off as he
did donuts until they reached Starbucks.
They were all surprised to see Donald Trump because
they thought they were meeting the Candy Man.
“Oh. My. God!” Freddy screeched.
“Score! Cake pops!” said Bob, distracted.
“WHAT! DONALD TRUMP, WHY ARE YOU HERE?” Frank
yelled.
“I’m doing this because I lost the election,” explained
Trump. “Artie didn’t vote for me!”
“But, he’s too young to vote,” Frank said.
“Okay, but I’ll still keep him because his older brother
didn’t vote for me either.”
“Bob!” They heard Artie scream from the back of the
van parked just outside. “Can you grab me a cake pop too
while you’re in there?”
“Okay, little bro. I got you,” Bob replied.
Bob hopped in the van and shouted for everyone to get in.
They drove to the Verona Football Club where Bob played
football.
“Come in, guys! Meet my fourth class friends from Scoil
Thomáis,” said Bob.
“Why are you a carrot?” asked one of the students.
“And why are you a pterodactyl?” asked another student.
7
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“Didn’t you go extinct like two million years ago?”
Suddenly, the teacher realised that there was a pterodactyl
and fainted!
Out of nowhere, a ninja appeared and challenged them to
a dance battle.
“I got this, guys,” said Frank.
The ninja had a boombox speaker strapped to his back
and put on some hip hop music. He cleared the pitch to
use as the dance floor.
Frank did a cartwheel, but he fell on his face.
Luckily, Freddy tapped in and started dancing and
rapping, “Yo yo yo, my name is Freddy and I’m the best…”
In the end, Freddy won with his amazing rapping and
dancing.
“Let’s go to Romayos and get chocolate milkshakes to
celebrate!” Freddy suggested.
On the way, they were speeding so fast that they were
pulled over by An Garda Síochána.
Bob was fined €1000 but he didn’t have enough money
to pay it…

Chapter 4: Catching the Ninja
Bob and the gang went to the Bank of Ireland in
Blanchardstown Shopping Centre to get more money.
When they got there, somebody was robbing the bank.
It was the ninja and the Candy Man!
Luckily, Frank called the gardaí to come and arrest the
ninja and the Candy Man and they got there in time.
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The gardaí arrested the Candy Man but the ninja managed
to escape and no one saw him because he was very sneaky.
Bob got the money he needed and the gang left the bank.
As they were walking past Jump Zone, Bob spotted the
ninja.
As soon as Bob saw him, he chased the ninja into Jump
Zone.
The ninja bounced over Bob on the trampolines and stole
all of Bob’s money that he needed to pay his speeding fine.
The ninja escaped again!
Outside Jump Zone, Bob found a Lamborghini and
followed the ninja to LeisurePlex beside the shopping
centre. Bob was so angry and he chased the ninja in and
around LeisurePlex.
Bob finally found him under the slide in the play pen.
Suddenly, the ninja jumped out!
“Ahhhhh,” Bob screamed. “Give me back my money!”
At that moment, the army of rabbits slid down the tallest
slide to protect the ninja.
Freddy, Frank and Artie caught up only for the ninja to
take Freddy as soon as they got there.
The ninja brought Freddy to the duck pond and when
they got there, he saw the rabbits eating all the money
the ninja stole from Bob.
“You’re not on my team anymore!” the ninja shouted at
the rabbits.
“We’re going to throw you into the pond,” said the rabbits.
The gardaí had also been chasing after the ninja and
showed up at the duck pond.
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“You’re coming with us,” said one of the guards.
They arrested the ninja this time!
“Get me out of here, rabbits!” the ninja screamed.
When they spotted gardaí, the rabbits jumped home into
the pond because they were secretly underwater rabbits.
“Yes, I’m free now!” said Freddy.
Nobody told Bob what happened to the money. He was
just happy that Freddy was safe.
Freddy, Frank, Artie and Bob went to Krispy Kreme for
chocolate doughnuts. They wanted to celebrate that they
were all back together!
“Let’s go and adopt a dog!”
They went to Pet Stop and when they got there, they saw
loads of puppies running around. They adopted a black
labrador.
“Let’s call him Louie,” Freddy suggested.
They all ended up at St. Ciaran’s National School and were
greeted by first class students at their Halloween Party.
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Chapter One: Regina’s Big Adventure
Once upon a time, there was a dinosaur called Regina
living in a jungle. The jungle was in Africa.
One stormy day, Regina was sad because she wanted to
be human so that she could be like everyone else. When
the humans got too close to her, however, she got scared
and ran away.
Regina’s best friend, Keisha the dragon, was hanging out
in her volcano house. She was playing video games and
napping.
Regina roared, “Keisha! Help me! Help me get away from
this jungle!”
Keisha looked out the window and she saw Regina outside
calling her name.
“Don’t worry, I’ll be down in a minute,” Keisha said. She
flew out the window.
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Regina got on Keisha’s back and said, “Let’s get out of
this jungle and find somewhere else to live together.”
They flew through the stormy sky. There was a lot of wind,
as well as thunder and lightning. Regina and Keisha were
both really frightened and decided to land. They came
down into a tree in Millenium Park in Blanchardstown.
They saw a lot of humans walking around and playing
with their friends. They also spotted a small little
creature. Lots of people had these small creatures and
were talking to them. Regina and Keisha found out that
they were called dogs.
When the people noticed Regina and Keisha, they began
to scream and they ran away. But one little girl stayed
behind. She wasn’t afraid of them - she wanted to be
friends with the dragon and the dinosaur.
“Hello, my name is Fiona. Do you want to go to
McDonald’s?” the girl asked.
“McDonald’s? What’s that?” Regina asked.
“McDonald’s is a food place where you get fries. It’s a
good place to bring your friends,” Fiona explained.
Regina and Keisha were a little anxious because they had
only just met Fiona. A few minutes later, they eventually
agreed to go with Fiona for food.
Fiona hopped on the back of the dragon with Regina. She
was scared of heights so Keisha flew low to the ground.
The journey was bumpy. There were a lot of cars on the
street and also there were many people around. Someone
must have called the police. They heard sirens getting
closer and closer.
“What’s that strange sound?” Keisha asked.
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Regina was startled because the noises were getting
louder and louder.
Fiona said, “Don’t worry. It’s just sirens, they go off all
the time.”

Chapter Two: Regina’s Crazy Day
“Let’s go to the cinema and have some fun,” said Fiona.
Regina and Keisha asked, “What’s the cinema?”
Fiona explained to them what the cinema was. The
cinema is a place where you go to watch lots of movies.
When they got to the cinema, they realized that Fiona
only had two tickets.
Also, the ticket man told them, “You’re not allowed to
come in because you’re a dragon and a dinosaur!”
Keisha said, “I’m very hungry. Could we go somewhere
to eat?”
Regina said, “There’s somewhere! The sign with the
man!” She pointed to a big sign. The man was white and
had a black tie. He was holding a big bucket.
“That’s the KFC,” Fiona explained. “We can get a bucket
of chicken and fries.”
When they got to KFC, Regina saw all of the humans.
She got scared and ran out the door, followed by Keisha
and Fiona. After seeing a dragon and a dinosaur, people
had called the cops. The cops saw them outside of KFC,
and there was a huge chase down the street, but they
managed to get away by ducking into the Leisureplex.
They decided to have a game of bowling.
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Regina grabbed a bowling ball and rolled it on the floor.
She flung it into the pins and knocked them all down.
“Strike!” Fiona shouted.
“What does that mean?” Regina asked.
Keisha didn’t manage to knock any of the pins down
because she had small hands. She was really mad about it
and a lot of fire came out of her mouth. Unfortunately, the
bowling alley caught on fire, which meant that everyone
screamed and ran out.
They went to the playground next and they went down
the big metal slide. They were scared but also had lots of
fun. When all the children at the playground saw them,
they ran away to their mums and dads.
Regina, Keisha went down the slide again, but it was too
small for them. It folded down and made a loud BANG.
Next, they decided to go ice skating. On the way there,
they saw an ice cream van. Fiona bought them some ice
cream and Keisha ate lots of it. Regina and Keisha got ice
cream all over their faces.
They both said, “This ice cream is very sticky.” They liked
the taste of it a lot, but they couldn’t get the ice cream off
of their faces.
Keisha had a little bit of a tummy ache, and felt sick. She
got a brain freeze and Fiona said, “I think we’ll need to
call an ambulance.”
When the ambulance arrived, they couldn’t fit in the
back and so they called for two bigger ones. The bigger
ambulances arrived after ten minutes. The ambulances
made an annoying sound that frightened Keisha and
Regina. They ran away and Fiona was left standing there
on her own.
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Meanwhile, Keisha and Regina ran back to the park,
where they spotted another little girl with a robot. The
robot said, “Hello, my name is Timmy Boot.”

Chapter 3: Exploring Blanchardstown
Regina and Keisha decided to talk to the robot for a few
minutes. The robot spoke in a robotic voice.
The little girl with the robot ran off because she was
afraid of Regina and Keisha.
They saw Fiona coming up past the playground. She was
looking for them. When she got to them, they were sitting
on a bench. She asked, “Why did you run away?”
Regina and Keisha said they were spooked by the
ambulance noises.
“Don’t be scared, I can introduce you to the people of
Blanchardstown,” Fiona said.
Regina and Keisha agreed, and they all went into the
shopping centre, including the robot. They ended up by
McDonalds and Fiona used Google Translate on her phone
to understand what Regina and Keisha were saying.
A big crowd gathered around them, and Fiona said,
“These are my friends. These are good creatures. They
don’t bite.”
Regina said in a loud voice, “I’m a brontosaurus. I don’t
eat meat or any people. I’m vegan.”
A lady with a dog passed by and Keisha was obsessed. The
dog was barking at Keisha and the lady screamed, “Don’t
eat my dog!”
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Regina roared, “ARE YOU DEAF? I’M VEGAN!”
While that was going on, everyone scattered. They
realised Timmy Boot was also gone. There were so many
places to choose from, but they decided to start looking
in the Draíocht Theatre, which was across the road. The
theatre had the biggest sign on the side of the wall. It was
a pinkish colour with two masks.
“What’s the name of this place? It looks interesting,”
Regina asked.
Fiona explained that “draíocht” means magic, and it’s
called that because all the magic happens in this place.
There was a smell of ribs and meat coming from TGI
Fridays. Regina was disgusted by the smell, but Keisha
loved it.
Fiona said, “You should try it, Regina.”
Regina got cross again. “I. AM. VEGAN.”
They all went into the theatre to look for Timmy Boot,
since he was their new friend and they didn’t want him
to go missing...

Chapter Four:
Regina and Keisha Are Reunited
When they were all searching for Timmy, Regina found a
big box of props outside the dressing room. From the box,
she selected a drama mask and she put it on. The next
thing she did was try on a clown costume. She started
walking around the space, admiring her colourful outfit
when a red velvet curtain suddenly opened up behind her.
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Keisha was scared, because there were crowds of people
in the theatre. The people were cheering, but they stopped
when they saw Regina’s tail poking out from under her
costume.
Somebody in the audience screamed, “AAAAAHHHH!
What is that?!”
Keisha and Regina headed for the stage door and exited
the theatre. Fiona stayed behind to continue looking for
Timmy.
Regina and Keisha flew off to Dublin Airport, where they
found a small jet airplane. They decided to get in as they
didn’t want to draw any more attention to themselves.
They took off in the airplane and were flying over Dublin
city, when they crash landed outside Citywest Business
Campus, where there was a robotics laboratory.
“Let’s split up and go find Timmy Boot,” said Keisha.
Keisha went off into the robotics lab. Regina felt lonely
and scared.
Then, Regina’s tummy started to rumble. It rumbled so
loudly it sounded like an explosion.
Regina smelled food in the air, it was the smell of chips
coming from someplace nearby. She saw a long line of
cars heading in the direction of the food smell, so she
sneakily followed them.
Lily, a mother with two baby twins, got out of her car and
said that Regina was blocking their way. Then Lily saw
that Regina was upset by her comments. She sighed and
took her words back and said “Do you want to come to
Eddie Rockets with us?”
“Yes, please. I’m lost and I’m starving and I’m also
vegan!” said Regina.
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At Eddie Rockets, they all sat in a booth and Regina asked
for a dinosaur-sized portion. Lily smiled at her and went
up and ordered the food.
Regina stayed in the booth looking after the twins, while
Lily was at the counter. Their names were on their babygrows:Maisy and Daisy. Regina tried to make the babies
laugh and kept them amused while waiting for the food
to arrive.
Meanwhile, Keisha was in the robotics lab with Timmy
and Fiona. Fiona’s mum had driven her over there. Keisha
was surprised to see them. Fiona explained that Timmy
was programmed to return to the lab if he was ever lost.
For a celebration, Keisha, Timmy, Fiona and her mum
all went to the carnival in the carpark at The Square in
Tallaght. They went on the Ferris wheel, which was called
the Tallaght Eye.
Regina, Lily and the twins also arrived at the carnival as
Lily had planned to go there after their meal.
Keisha could see The Square and all of Tallaght from the
top of the Tallaght Eye. She then spotted Regina, Lily and
the little twins in a buggy walking around the carnival.
She now realised that Regina wasn’t afraid of humans
anymore and this made her very happy.
Finally after the excitement of being on the Tallaght Eye,
they all met up and got some candy floss to celebrate
being back together again and making lots of new friends.
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Chapter One: Phantom Forces
Phantom was at McDonald’s in Blanchardstown when
he took a bite of a bad burger, which turned him into a
villain. Back home in his cave, he drank some water from
the waterfall and went to his bed for a nap. When he woke
up, Phantom was really evil!
Phantom decided to return to McDonald’s. He fed the
rest of the bad burger to a cat. The cat morphed into a
shapeshifting cat.
When the cat looked at Phantom it morphed into a copy of
him. Phantom was surprised.“What’s going on?” he cried.
“I’m copying you,” the cat told him.
After a few minutes, the cat turned back into a cat. They
wanted to get to know each other better so Phantom and
the cat (whose name was Copycat) went to the ice rink in
Millennium Park.
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When they were there, Copycat turned into lots of
different people. She would frame people for things they
didn’t do, like pushing people over. She also bought hot
chocolates and jellies without paying for them.
After a while, Phantom and Copycat made a gang called
the Phantom Thieves and they invited all the villains
from around the world. All of the villains showed up for
a meeting but they couldn’t agree on anything and they
decided it wouldn’t work.
Phantom said, “I want to go to school because I want to
learn and read books so I can become powerful.”
Copycat and Phantom went to St. Ciarán’s National
School in Hartstown together so they could work on a
plan to take over the world. Because they were new to the
school, they had to start in Junior Infants.
In the yard, Copycat and Phantom shapeshifted into
different students. They started fights, pushed people
into each other and they made the kids lose all their stars
in the reward system.
Some of the students went over and told their teacher what
was happening - but the teacher didn’t believe them.
Then, by an accident, Copycat shapeshifted into one of
the teachers, Mr. Armandi.
Phantom said, “Let’s run!”

Chapter 2:
The Drama with Phantom and Copycat
Phantom and Copycat jumped on the 37 bus and went to
the Centra in Stoneybatter to get food. After they ordered
chicken fillet rolls, Copycat morphed back into a cat.
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Next, they went to the Grangegorman Playground to play
on the zipline. Copycat morphed into random people in
the park. Phantom smacked Copycat in the face - he was
tired of Copycat morphing into other people!
“Why did you slap me in the face? I was minding my own
business!” Copycat exclaimed.
“Because you were annoying me and I wanted you to be
quiet!” Phantom shouted. “But I’m sorry.”
Copycat said, “Okay. But how dare you disrespect me!”
Copycat’s little sister Ash had been hiding under the
zipline the whole time. She crawled over sneakily because
she didn’t want Phantom and Copycat to see her. But they
spotted her and she ran away toward the road.
Phantom and Copycat chased Ash but she was too fast.
She ran to Stanhope Street School. Since she was very
sneaky, she circled behind Phantom and scratched him!
“Who are you touching?!” Phantom yelled at Ash. “I’m
going to get my dad after you!”
Ash got away again and went to get HER dad. Meanwhile,
the principal and one of the teachers, Ms Lyons, went
to check if it was raining. They saw a monster under the
canopy in the yard - it was Phantom! They were surprised!
This time, Copycat slapped Phantom in the face.
“Why did you do that?” he screamed.
Just then, Copycat’s dad arrived and he was the size of
the school!
The students were all very frightened and they hid under
their tables in the classrooms. Copycat’s dad went after
Phantom in the school yard - he used his diamond charm
to try and electrocute Phantom and chase him away.
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That was when Phantom’s mam and Copycat’s mam
(who were friends), showed up in a taxi.
They were accidentally electrocuted by the diamond
charm!

Chapter 3: The Zombie Problem
The diamond charm turned the mams into evil zombie
cats. To cure them, Ash had an instinct she had to destroy
the diamond charm. She knew that she needed her best
friend, Emily the dog, to help her.
Emily was in the dog park in Hartstown Park, exercising.
Ash contacted Emily using her collar.
“Emily, we have a problem,” Ash explained.
“I’ll come as fast as I can!” Emily replied. She got on her
hoverboard and met Ash at their meeting place - the secret
door in the yard at Sacred Heart of Jesus National School.
Back in Stoneybatter, Copycat and Phantom pretended to
be the leaders of the bad zombie cats. They tricked them
and snuck them onto the 39A bus to Huntstown. Copycat
and Phantom put the zombie cats in the secret lair behind
the secret door at the school.
Copycat and Phantom left to retrieve the diamond charm.
On their way out, a magical force locked the door behind
them and incinerated the key!
Emily and Ash knew that the spare key to the secret door
was in the principal’s office. The principal, Mr Lyons,
was in the office, having a cat nap.
Like her sister Copycat, Ash was a shapeshifter too. She
morphed into Ms Shanahan, the school secretary.
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When she walked into the office, she woke up Mr Lyons.
“I need some papers,” she told him. Because he was
very tired, Mr Lyons didn’t see Ash (in the shape of Ms
Shanahan) take the key as well.
When they went back to the door, Ash and Emily found
Phantom and Copycat trying to open it. Phantom had
stolen the diamond charm and was using it to turn the
door to rust.
“What are you doing with that diamond charm?” shouted
Ash.
“I’m trying to get in there so I can get the evil zombie
cats and use them to help me rule the world!” Phantom
told her.
Emily and Ash were ready to start a fight at that second.
Ash shapeshifted into a lion and Copycat shapeshifted
into a tiger.
Meanwhile, Emily jumped on Phantom and grabbed the
charm in her mouth.
Copycat pushed Ash into the wall. Ash fell onto a
mysterious stone, which opened the door! The zombie
cats ran out of the forest lair. Phantom and Copycat
chased after them.
Ash’s instinct told her that there was a metal object under
the crest on the floor of the school. She saw the flame in
the crest and said, “I bet there’s a weapon hidden under
there.”
Emily said, “Maybe it’s the weapon that can destroy the
diamond charm!”
They saw a keypad in the book on the crest and the year
that the school was founded - 1983. Emily exclaimed,
“That’s the passcode!”
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She typed the numbers into the keypad. Suddenly, the
floor sank down and smoke billowed out. They saw the
gun to destroy the diamond charm levitating above a
pedestal.

Chapter 4: Phantom’s Biggest Worry
Ash spotted a slot on the gun for another diamond charm.
“We need another charm for the gun to work!”
“I think you mean a hard diamond,” Emily said.
“Wait a minute,” Ash said. “How will we make a hard
diamond?”
“We need to go to Scoil Choilm to make a hard diamond,”
Emily said. “There is a special stone to help us under the
school crest in the entryway.”
Emily and Ash flew to Scoil Choilm in a helicopter. When
they arrived, they saw the crest, with its musical notes.
They sang An Geimhreadh, which is Room 15’s winter
song. Ashey sang the last two lines, the floor opened
beneath them.
They landed on the Spire in Dublin city centre! Ash and
Emily saw Ash’s dad, Phantom, Copycat and the zombie
cats.
“We’ve been looking for you for a full day!” Ash’s dad
said. “We were very worried about you.”
“Hello!” a new voice called. “My name is Ms Fahy the
Fairy!”
Ash’s dad said, “Hop on my back. I’ll help you get away!”
Ash, Emily and Ms Fahy the Fairy climbed on Ash’s dad’s
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back and they disappeared! They reappeared back in Scoil
Choilm.
Meanwhile, Phantom and Copycat and the zombie cats
had taken a taxi to Scoil Choilm. Phantom tasered Ash’s
dad with the diamond charm. He fell over and broke the
gun to destroy the charm.
When the gun was destroyed, the diamond charm blew
up. The zombie cats turned back into the mams.
Phantom was angry. “I still want to take over the world!”
Ms Fahy the Fairy looked at both Phantom and Copycat.
“You have both made lots of very bad choices,” she told
them. She turned them into frogs and sent them to the
principal’s office.
The principal, Ms Maher, took everyone to McDonald’s
for lunch. Finbarr the traffic warden helped them to cross
the road.
This time, Phantom and Copycat ate good burgers and
they were not villains anymore.
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Pavel and Peace
•
•
•
•

Chapter One: Castaheany Educate Together National School,
5th Class, Ongar Village, Dublin 15
Chapter Two: St. Paul’s Primary School,
6th Class, North Brunswick Street, Dublin 7
Chapter Three: St. Philip the Apostle Junior School,
2nd Class, Coolmine, Dublin 15
Chapter Four: Castleknock National School,
6th Class, Castleknock Road, Dublin 15



Chapter One:
Ben and Pablo’s Adventure
Ben the Billionaire was eating ice cream after a long,
hard day. The ice cream van was parked just outside
Castaheany Educate Together National School in Ongar,
Dublin 15.
All of the people in the school were asking to be Ben’s
friend - but it was only because of his money. He bought
an ice cream for his new friends, but one of them, Jake,
threw the ice cream at a van.
Ben felt hurt. “I’m not buying you ice cream anymore!” He
ran home crying. “Are all schools like this?” After Ben ran
away, his friends started throwing ice creams at each other.
On his way, Ben passed Ongar Park. Pablo the Genius was
by the swings in the playground. He saw Ben crying so he
went over.
“What’s wrong Ben? Are you okay?” asked Pablo.
“I’m fine,” Ben replied, sobbing.
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While Ben and Pablo were talking, they saw a hedgehog
selling Sonic shoes. They cost €10,000! Ben bought them
and ran around Ongar Park in one millisecond.
Then he ran into Domino’s Pizza and Pablo joined him.
Ben wiped away his tears with his money. Ben ordered a
pepperoni pizza and they went back to Ongar Park.
When they got there, they spotted Pablo Chungus II,
the bank robber squirrel. Pablo Chungus II chased them
around the park. Pablo the Genius said, “Throw the pizza!”
Pablo Chungus II started crying and ran away to a secret
base under the Day to Day shop that he used. In the secret
base, he had golden acorns that he had robbed from
another squirrel a long time ago.
Ben and Pablo went home in Ben’s private jet. They saw
some birds and landed at Ongar House. Then, Ben ordered
some staff to cook a private dinner.
Ben and Pablo were in Ben’s room. They had just finished
eating their dinner when they heard knocking at his door…

Chapter Two: Pavel’s Plan
Ben was scared and he hid under the bed. Ben said to
Pablo, “Hide with me!”
Someone kept knocking at the door and it was getting
louder.
Both Ben and Pablo were scared in case they got caught.
After ten minutes, the banging stopped. Ben and Pablo
went downstairs to check it out. They saw that the door
was open and footprints were leading into the kitchen.
“Did you make those footprints?” asked Ben.
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“I took off my shoes when I came into the house,” replied
Pablo.
They went into the kitchen and saw a dark figure. The
figure was picking up a knife so Ben and Pablo ran out of
the house.
They ran to the local Centra and screamed for help. After
a couple of minutes they realised there was no-one in
Centra. They decided they would go to St Paul’s Primary
School on North Brunswick Street. They ran up three
storeys to get to Room 6.
The figure had followed them into the school and was
looking in every classroom for them. It was wearing a
mask. When it took the mask off it was the hedgehog who
had sold them the Sonic shoes!
“I wanted to give you a burrito. It’s very hot and tasty.
I was just holding a knife so I could chop the onions,
tomatoes and lettuce. I’m Pavel, I’m not very mean,”
said the hedgehog.
“I’m the head teacher here and I’m a chef,” said Pavel.
“I’ve never seen you in the school,” said Pablo.
Ben said, “Wait, you go to this school?”
“Yeah, I’ve been here since second class,” Pablo told him.
Pablo showed Ben around the school. He brought him
across the hall to Room 5. The classroom was empty,
thought, so they walked downstairs to the computer room.
The room was full of lots of computers. When Ben was
eating a burrito while Pablo showed him around. After
the computer room, they went to the hall.
“This school is really good,” said Ben. Ben decided to buy
the school and let everyone in school play football for an
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hour a day. For the rest of the day they were in class. Ben
also decided that Pavel would be principal.
The students could wear their own clothes and every yard
break was an hour and you were allowed your phone in
the yard. But there was also a rule - if students didn’t
respect the teachers, they weren’t allowed to use their
phones or play football.
The class in Room 6 were going to be pro athletes in
the future: eleven would become football players, three
were going to be rugby players and one would be a
basketball player. The class would go on to win lots of
championships.
Meanwhile, Chungus II was working to make his house
look good. He cleaned it up and spent lots of grass.
Grass is the currency that rabbits use. It works like this:
if the grass is green it’s €100, if it’s yellow it’s €50 and if
it’s purple it’s €25 and if it’s blue it’s €1.
One day, as Chungus II was digging, he accidentally dug
up into the yard at the school in Brunswick Street. He met
Ben and Pablo.
“Hi,” said Chungus II.
They all jumped into Chungus’s burrow and had a look
around his home. The burrow was brown and it felt mushy
and gushy. Chungus II had all of the old game consoles,
even a Sega Genesis, and a collection of Nokia phones.
Chungus II had robbed two banks and got a quadrillion
euro, which he had used to buy everything. He also robbed
grass from his neighbours!
“You should stop stealing, you’re going to get arrested
by people. Or even probably beaten up, man,” said Ben.
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Chungus II listened to them and decided to give some
money to charity and not rob banks anymore.
Chungus II’s burrow went all the way down to his secret
lair. There were cameras everywhere in the school and
they could see from Pavel’s board of plans of what he was
going to do next. They saw that Pavel planned to stop Ben
from owning the school.
Chungus II wanted to take over the school himself and
introduce his own new rules…

Chapter Three: The Distracting Chase
Ben and Pablo went on a jet to Millennium Park in
Blanchardstown to see if Pavel had invaded there already.
They decided to wait there and see if he would come.
Pavel stole a Lamborghini and drove to Millenium Park.
“Oh no, look who’s here!” said Pablo, shocked.
“We have to run away,” said Ben.
“First, we have to tell everyone to run away as well,”
replied Pablo.
They all ran to the Enchanted Forest to hide. There were
loads of trees there and lots of lights. Beside one of the
trees, there was a log.
“I think this is a good spot, let’s hide here,” Pablo suggested.
Ben climbed up a tree to see if they could spot Pavel.
They thought he was going to St Philip the Apostle Junior
National School to take over that school too!
Pavel had indeed got back in his Lamborghini and was
driving to St Philip’s. When Ben and Pablo arrived at St
Philip’s, they saw a girl who was hiding. Her name was Layla.
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“Go hide somewhere safer, someone’s coming!” said Ben.
Pavel had found a helicopter and was hovering over the
school, watching everyone hide. He was looking for a
place in St. Philip’s where he could hatch his master plan.
Instead of going somewhere safe, Layla had snuck away
and saw Pavel going into the secret room beside the PE
hall. While Pavel was in there, Layla trapped Pavel by
locking the door.
Pavel banged on the door, shouting, “Get me out, get me
out!” Layla threw the key in the toilet and flushed it away.
Pavel kept banging and banging. Eventually, he knocked
the door down. Ben was watching the security cameras
and saw this happen.
Ben used the intercom speakers to tell everyone in the
school to go hide in Mountview Community Centre.
Everyone was worried and they ran out of the school.
Pavel got distracted when he saw KFC because he was
very hungry. He took Layla’s bike and cycled to KFC.
While Pavel was at KFC, Ben and Pablo called the gardaí
and told them someone was trying to take over the school
and that his name was Pavel.
The guards searched the whole school but they didn’t
see anything. Suddenly, the gardaí also got very hungry
and decided to go to KFC also. They ordered themselves
a snackbox.
Layla had a tracker on her bike so she knew where Pavel
had gone.
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Chapter Four: The Battle of Castleknock
Once Layla found out where her bike was going, she ran
over to Ben and Pablo.
“He’s going to the zoo to free his brothers,” Layla told
them, sounding worried.
They decided they would get to Dublin Zoo by hijacking the
69 bus. They pulled over the bus and threatened the driver.
“Let us drive the bus or we’ll throw a Happy Meal at you,”
said Ben.
“Over my dead body,” replied the driver.
“So be it,” said Ben.
“Well, it’s okay if you don’t want to help us but we really
need this. And Dublin Zoo is going to be busted into if we
don’t stop it!” said Ben.
“Fine. I’ll do it, but for a lot of money,” said the bus driver.
The bus driver drove to Dublin Zoo and parked in the
parking lot. Ben, Pablo and Layla rushed into the zoo and
saw Pavel freeing all of the animals, but they were all of
the wrong animals. He freed an animal that was half tree
and half man. His name was Treeman.
Among the squirrels rushing out was Chungus II,
shouting, “I’m free!”
“How did you get here?” Ben asked.
“Why, I’ve been spending so much time in my secret
lair that I’ve been digging into different locations,” said
Chungus II.
Pavel had teleported on the roof of Lidl with his twins
who he freed from the Zoo, Des and Troy.
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Meanwhile, Ben, Layla and Pablo had captured one of
Pavel’s henchmen. He told them that Pavel was going to
attack Castleknock National School.
Pablo asked, “What are we going to do?”
“I still have the tracker on the bike and it says he’s near
Lidl,” replied Layla.
They decided to lure Pavel into Castleknock National
School but it was one big trap. They flew to the school in
Ben’s private jet and when they got there they explained
to all of the students and teachers there that they needed
to prepare for an attack from a hedgehog.
The principal said to the students, “Quick, prepare the
monkey pit!”
When Pavel got to Castleknock National School, he had
many animals trailing behind him and they tried to get
into the school. He was ready to attack when he realised
he had forgotten Des and Troy.
Des and Troy were at Bueno’s Ice Cream in the Lidl in
Castleknock. They were eating every single ice cream in
the shop, as well as all the pancakes and waffles. They
were on an enormous sugar rush.
Pavel decided he was going to clone the strongest animals
in his army when he saw Ben, Pablo and Layla. He knew
they were up to something.
Ben, Pablo, and Layla wanted to avoid fighting so they
sent Chungus II with a peace treaty to Pavel. Pavel took
the peace treaty and ripped it in half.
“Why are you doing this?” asked Chungus II.
“Well, my brothers were stuck in the zoo. I got out and
I just needed to free them. It was the right thing to do,”
said Pavel.
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“I used to be like you. I used to rob banks, not really
fitting in. I was able to talk to better people and turn
myself around,” said Chungus II.
“Well, I’ve always wanted to go to school but I’m a
hedgehog and they wouldn’t let me,” said Pavel. “That’s
why I’ve always tried to take them over, to let hedgehogs
go. It’s for my twins, for their future.”
Meanwhile, the principal of Castleknock National School
was giving Ben a tour of the school. They walked in
through the big doors, avoiding the monkey pit trap. Ben,
Pablo and Layla saw Chungus II coming in with Pavel.
They realised he was on their side.
Pavel’s twins were really mad that Pavel had changed
sides and decided to lead the army of clones and attack
the school.
The clones, led by Des and Troy, marched towards the
school. Des and Troy fell into the monkey pit trap. Pavel
went over to them and said “It’s all right, you don’t need
to attack.”
Just as the fight was over, the gardaí arrived back from
KFC. They called Animal Control to round up all the
cloned animals, which they then sold to zoos around the
world. They used the money they got from that to make
schools become more hedgehog friendly.
“Is there any KFC left for me?” asked Layla. The gardaí
answered no.
Pavel let go of his ownership of the schools he had taken
over and gave Layla back her bike.
Before Pablo was getting on the bus, Ben and Layla caught
up with him to say goodbye.
“Maybe we could meet up at KFC sometime,” said Layla.
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“I have to go, I don’t want to be late for my first day,”
said Ben. He was feeling excited to go to school for the
first time.
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Magmum’s
Adventure
•
•
•
•

Chapter One: Presentation Primary School George’s Hill,
5th & 6th Class, Halston Street, Dublin 7
Chapter Two: Scoil Thomáis, 4th Class,
Castleknock Vale, Dublin 15
Chapter Three: Scoil Bhríde Buachaillí, 6th Class,
Church Road, Blanchardstown, Dublin 15
Chapter Four: St. Mary’s Primary School, 3rd Class,
St. Mary’s Place, Upper Dorset Street, Dublin 7



Chapter One: The Search for Happiness
Magmum woke up and wasn’t at home. They were
somewhere different. Magmum was in the classroom of
the fifth and sixth class students in George’s Hill Primary
School. They had to run to the toilet because they sensed
fear and turned green. They could hear footsteps running
into the classroom. It was the students from fifth and
sixth class.
One of the students was a boy named Ted. Ted was the
only person who wasn’t scared of Magmum because he
could understand him. He could see that Magmum was
changing colour from green to orange. This meant that
Magmum was feeling relieved.
Ted asked, “Are you okay? If you want, I can leave you
alone for a few minutes.”
Ted decided to take Magmum out of the school. The first
thing they did was go to the playground up the street and
across from Halston Street Church.
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Ted noticed that Magmum was having fun at the
playground, but they weren’t changing colour. He
decided to stay quiet and see how things went.
Ted knew that Magmum was getting hungry because they
turned red. Ted took them to the fruit and veg market in
the derelict building across from the school. As Magmum
walked through the market, they saw loads of workers,
but the workers seemed scared.
Magmum felt sad, and they changed colour to dark blue.
Ted felt bad that Magmum was feeling this way, so he
took them shopping at the Ilac Shopping Centre.
The humans stared at them as they walked through the
shopping centre. They went to Penneys and Ted bought
Magmum some cool new clothes. Afterwards, they went
to the Ilac Library and read Coraline. Even though they
were having fun, Magmum hadn’t changed colours.
Ted was on a mission to turn Magmum yellow, the colour
of happiness. Ted took Magmum to the Spectacular
Sprinkles, an ice cream van in Jervis Shopping Centre.
Magmum had never had ice cream before, and didn’t
know how each flavour tasted. Magmum chose vanilla
and Ted chose chocolate with the spectacular sprinkles.
Magmum then had a brain freeze, and suddenly flashed
back to a few days before they woke up on Earth. What
they remembered was jaw-dropping…

Chapter Two: Magmum’s Flashback
Magmum had been captured by aliens from a different
planet. They remembered being in a spaceship and
hearing the aliens talk about how they wanted to capture
them for their powers. They were scared and frightened
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because they did not know where they were being taken.
Magnum had a lot of power, and the other aliens wanted
to capture it to take over the world. They were going to
use it to power up solar panels to obliterate the earth.
After Magmum heard the conversation, there was a
malfunction in the engine. The spaceship crash landed
outside of Scoil Thomáis in Castleknock Vale.
Magmum narrowly escaped. They found themself in a
massive crater. They had a big bump on their head and
felt panic-stricken because the aliens were trying to
capture them and put them back in the cage.
Suddenly, Magmum spotted a little boy stepping out of a
small cottage. The little boy was on his way to school and
saw Magmum stuck in the crater, so he went over to try
and help. Magmum’s eyes had turned grey because they
were worried.
The boy approached Magmum and held out a hand. They
were worried at first, but they wanted to get out of the
crater, so they accepted the offer. The boy picked up
Magmum and brought him into the school because he
wanted to use them for show and tell.
The little boy told his class where he found the creature
and the teacher said it was a very strange toy. Magmum
was very confused and their eyes turned purple.
A little girl named Lily, who had not been listening very
well, asked the boy if he got the toy in Smyths.The little boy
was trying to say it was an alien but nobody believed him.
Meanwhile, the vicious aliens searched for Magmum.
Soon they found out that Magmum was in the school.
They barged into the classroom and the little boy knew
that Magmum was in danger.
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The little boy pulled the fire alarm. The sprinklers came
on and the water affected the aliens, as it felt like rocks
were falling on them. The little boy picked up Magmum
and they ran to his house. The boy’s dad was working on
his computer at home,
“Hi, Timmy,” he said…

Chapter 3: The Betrayal
“What is that? Get it out of my house,” Timmy’s dad
said, a little confused at first and then he got really angry.
Timmy and Magmum wandered around for a long time
until they reached St. Brigid’s Church in Church Avenue.
Magmum turned dark blue because they were sad.
“Are you okay?” asked Timmy.
Out of nowhere, Magmum saw loads of children walking
towards Scoil Bhríde Boys School, they were curious and
followed along.
Magmum saw a boy called Conor on the astro pitch
playing No Man’s Land with the rest of sixth class.
Suddenly, the ball was kicked over the fence and landed
at Magmum’s feet, causing them to turn purple for
confusion. They heard the boys shouting, “Pass it! Pass
it!”
When they tried to pass the ball back, they stumbled into
the bike rack and burst the ball. Magmum turned lime
because they were hurt.
One of the teachers saw Timmy wandering around and
asked, “Who are you and where are you from?”
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Timmy tried to run away but the gates were closed and he
could not escape.
Suddenly, another school bus showed up outside and Ted
got off. He immediately spotted Magmum hiding behind
a scooter at the bike rack and went over to them.
“What are you doing here?” asked Ted, surprised.
Magmum turned orange with relief at seeing their friend.
“Let’s take the scooter and get out of here,” said Timmy.
“Let’s go to Millennium Park,” replied Ted.
Once they got to Millennium Park, Magmum turned
turquoise for excitement.
They headed to the skate park where they found the
vicious aliens from Magmum’s flashback.
Timmy and Ted saw the other aliens’ eyes turn a hostile,
sparkling, fiery, and flashing red. Magmum turned
crimson, as they felt petrified.
The vicious aliens were playing their own game of chase,
and when one got caught, they were eaten.
Magmum teleported and left Timmy and Ted behind. The
two boys felt betrayed...

Chapter 4: Magmum Saves the World
Magmum teleported to another planet and then they
bounced back to earth and landed at Smyths Toys near
Dorset Street in Dublin. When they landed, they were
very confused and did not know where they were.
Magmum asked someone in the street, “Where am I?”
“You are in Smyths,” replied the nine-year-old girl. “Do
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you need help? I am from third class at St Mary’s Primary
School.”
Magmum said, “I’m from Planet Gobbletoft. It’s nice to
meet you.”
Magmum turned green because they were surprised they
could talk. These were the first words that Magmum had
ever spoken.
Meanwhile, Timmy and Ted had been captured by the
vicious aliens. They tried to force Timmy and Ted to tell
them where Magmum was.
“I don’t know!” cried Timmy and Ted.
Back in Smyths, Magmum had a feeling that their friends
were in trouble. They teleported to the secret alien
headquarters in Blessington Basin park.
When Magmum got to the park, they saw vicious aliens
standing beside the slide. One of them opened a secret
door at the base of the slide and threw Timmy and Ted
into the cage beyond the door. Magmum turned pinked
for shock and then dark blue because they were sad their
friends had been captured.
Magmum ran to the slide and laser-beamed the door with
their eyes. It finally opened, and when Magmum walked
through the door they saw the vicious aliens surrounding
the cage. They were holding a spray that would turn them
invisible so they could capture Magmum and put them in
alien prison.
Magmum found a key and tried to get to the cage. The
vicious aliens began to attack so Magmum used their
laser beam eyes to take out half of the army. Magmum go
close enough to the cage to open it, and Timmy was the
first one out, he was shocked.
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Suddenly, the alien king, who controlled all aliens,
appeared. Magmum used their super speed to collect
all of the invisible spray. They sprayed every can on
themselves and turned invisible. That was how Magmum
defeated the rest of the army.
Magmum snuck behind the alien king and pressed a button
on his back.The alien king fell to the ground paralysed,
it would only last for ten seconds and Magmum didn’t
know how powerful the alien was.
Magmum found some hidden dynamite and some
matchboxes. They lit the dynamite and the alien
headquarters exploded. Luckly, Magmum used a super
shield to protect himself, Timmy, and Ted. The alien king
was gone.
They went to McDonalds and got cheeseburgers to
celebrate. Magmum turned yellow while eating the
cheeseburger. Ted and Timmy were so happy that
Magmum finally turned yellow. It was time for Magmum
to return to their planet Gobbletrof.
“Goodbye!” said Timmy and Ted.
Magmum said goodbye by turning the colours of the
rainbow and teleported home where they lived happily
ever after.
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Pawel Zegis

Scoil Mhuire Senior School,
Blakestown, Dublin 15
6th Class
Teacher: Ailish Malone
Wasim Alnajar
Kevin Burbus
Shane Burke
Aaron Carey
Nathan Geoghegan
Maguire
Antoni Jarka Kusio
Izuchukwa Kabbath
Anthony Maguire
James McGilloway
Mark McMahon

Glen Murphy
Daniel Nwachukwu
Johansson
Emmanuel Oikeh
Eugene Okeh
Ryan Reid
Cillian Walsh
Eliana Aguiar
Marta Arusanjan
(absent on the day)
Chloe Dawnay

Aoife Fox
Amber Graham
Naomi Kinsella
Leah Mangan (absent
on the day)
Sarah Nuur
Erin O’Connor Hughes
Oberhihi Ovuorho
Lilyanne Peppard
Alexa Phelan
Gianna Stapleton

Scoil Aoife CNS,
Citywest, Dublin 24
2nd Class
Teacher Robert Barron
Sheephau Adigun
Folawiyo Azeez
Anushka Chitranshi
Lily Mae Cox
Ksenia Dmitrijevs
John Dube
Damian Gajewski
Paddy Keogh

Kai Lawlor
Rares Mihailescu
Ziva O’Toole
Jade Okafor
Samson Oshingbeme
Kyle Reid
Rai MuhammadHashim Sahi
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Daniel Sasin -Rodgers
Nessa Shaiju
Alesha Singh
Ayush Singh
Areesha Tahir

Running Around Dublin
Illustrations by Tim Mudie

St Ciarán’s National School
Hartstown, Dublin 15
4th Class
Teacher: Darragh Dunning
Adem Gogic
Amelia Beggs
Andrey Pavlun
Arisa-Andreea Cioara
Ben Murray
Bianca Stancuta
Brody Jameson
Cali McNamee
Cian McKay Dunne

David Ros
Dylan Carpenter
Evelina Mineikyte
Halle Hall
Ishaan Moriarty
Jason Goulding
Kyle Minto
Mason Byrne
Nicholas Kraus

Olly Finegan
Philip Chira
Rayanne McDevitt
Samuel Dobos
Seán O’Rourke
Sunamita Raducan
Zoe Brunton

Stanhope Street Primary School
Manor Street, Dublin 72nd
3rd Class
Teacher: Aileen Lyons
Gabija Augaityte
Hallie Brady
Zara Cioarec
Aimee Ann Connick
Shayleigh Farrell
Lacey Fitzpatrick
Cloe Griffith

Mia Keenan
Si Yan Sheila Lin
Sophie Masterson
McHugh
Leah Moran
Zoe Moran
Kobi Naghten
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Joana Ndinga
Teighan O’Keeffe
Chen Xi Clodagh Wang
Celine Jia Lin Xue
Yusra Yasin

Sacred Heart of Jesus National School
Huntstown, Dublin 15
5th Class
Teachers: Ms. E Murray and Ms. L Dyer
Lorena Albert
Armin Aljukic
Rares Birhala
Sarah Byrne
Millie Claxton
Esther Miriam Cozma
Isabelle Crosdale
Jack Franzoni
Danai Gkika
Caragh Anne Haskins

Kamile Jakaityte
Orhan Erdogan Kaylan
Alexandru Kieran
Lenghel
Daniel Luca
Ryan McCrum
Alisha McDonagh
Tadhg Molloy
Antonio Royce
Mudavassery

Chidozie Daniel
Nwamara
Eoin O’Donovan
Alexander O’Loughlin
Carina Rednic
Elise Sharkey
Edward Sinauceanu
Kayn Sullivan
Maryam Ulkhaeva
Jessie May Walker

Scoil Choilm Community National School,
Porterstown, Dublin 15
2nd Class
Teacher: Laura Fahy
Nour Bahgat
Imran Cali
Miguel Campeanu
Supuran
Mateo Corobca
Hassan Elbadry
Adnan Gabarov
Ziad Gadallah
Muhammad Gondal
Amelia Hlibiciuc

Ahmed Hussein
Blessing Kallo
Lukas Kazdailis
Alexandru Leonte
Mikel Martija Gross
JJ McEntee
Matthew Miron
Britney Mojekwu
Dominik Nowak
Cathal O’Neill
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Ruth Oprisoni
Antonia Ratan
Tomas Rauktys
Aysha Sajjad
Aleksandra Sarakova
Arham Sohail
Alexandru Stratulat
Hasini Tummidi
Megan Kelly

Pavel and Peace
Illustrations by Helen Hoey

Castaheany Educate Together National School,
Ongar Village, Dublin 15
5th Class
Teacher : Marilyn O’Brien
Deepesh Sai Atmakuri
Fabian Buniowski
Darragh Conefrey
Luke Fennelly
Nichita Macaru
Subeyr Mohamed
James Brian Muvuti
Aaron Rozenstein
Robert Seliverstovs

Faustas Terentjevas
Nathan Wyn Thomas
Oluwatosin Adebayo
Krisha Chadha
Yasmin Hassan
Nora Lendorf Ubah
Ahmed Mohamed
Siobhan Mohotloane
Anjali Nussetti

Talsen O’Brien
Moyo Ojuola
Marta Paun
Nicole Pavlova
Patricia Pop
Kayla Spencer
Ana Maria Uncheasu
Aroosh Zaman

St Paul’s Primary School,
North Brunswick Street, Dublin 7
6th Class
Teacher : Paul McGrena
Rayen
Biritsa
Ming Hao
John
Craig

Cameron
Bailey
Ajay
Noah
Ryan

Kian
Sunny
Alex
Mason
Tadhg
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St Philip the Apostle Junior National School
Coolmine, Dublin 15
2nd Class
Teacher : Riona Moore
Tyler Atkinson
Alcapone Calin
Joe Canning Larkin
Daniela Casu
Noah Dionga
Bogdan Dobasu
Lexi Donnelly
Luca Daniel Gaitan

Anis Hassani Bijja
Simon Jekabsons
Aizah Khan
Alex Maguire
Ava McCarthy
Joanne Mukwayanzo
Hailey Mwenda O’Reilly
Cillian Nolan

Demi O’Brien
Bryana Panea
Sara Popa
Aubree Quinn
Daniel Stici
Ethan Kaho Tsang
Matteo Uncu

Castleknock National School
6th Class
Teacher : Aoife Mc Murdock
Odhran Biddlecombe
William Bolt
Ethan Daly
Kevin Han
James Harcourt
Levi Heinrich
Tom Hendron-Kenny
Lucas Kilbride
Adam Lampart

Malachy Maag
Hugo Meade
Luke O’Donoghue
Pierce O’Rourke
Jason Shelley
Daniel Shine
Oisín White
Emer Burtchaell
Eliza Cavanagh Curren
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Líla Courtney
Imogen Flint
Alannah White
Juliet Gargan
Isabelle Murphy
Layla Myburgh
Rebecca Pike

Magmum’s Adventure
Illustrations by Chris Meehan
Presentation Primary School George’s Hill
Halston Street, Dublin 7
5th/6th Class
Teacher: Eimear Kelly-Grealy
Ava Byrne
Kristabelle Anele
Ariane DeOliveira
Neves
Helen Cioarec
Heidi Egan
Hana Haybe

Ali Fagan
Karolina Istokova
Naima Habib
Isobella Liquit
Shannon Murray
Mya Murphy
Aisha Rozkalne

Deviskha Soomaroo
Emmie Scully
Xhorxha Tabaku
Ksenia Yakimov
Maria Tudor

Scoil Thomáis
Castleknock Vale, Dublin 15
4th Class
Teacher: Deirdre O’Reilly
Ahmed Ali Younis
Braiden Smyth
Adam Kuldeep
BansalAlfie Ward
Daragh Brennan
Ming Xuan Zhang
(Pampam)
Szymon Ciapara
James Costello

Isabelle Cullen
Eric Hadjari
Saoirse Cullinan
Max Kelly
Sorcha Kirwan
Ryan McDonagh
Aoibhe Murphy
Quade Miller
Emma Pemberton
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David O’Connor
Olivia Peter
Conall Race
Hanna Ryan
Seán Rushe
Janelle Selo-Ojeme
Chloe Sun

Scoil Bhríde Buachaillí National School
Church Road, Blanchardstown, Dublin 15
6th Class
Teacher - Linda Geraghty
Ben Anioke
Stefan Caliniou
Charles Comajig
Nikita Demchenko
Aasim Djeffal
Alex Fernandez
Kyle Fox
Damian Fraczyk
David George

Emmanuel Kapindu
Matthew Karpinski
Jack Kelly
Sahil Khan
Ruslan Maltabari
Joe Moore
Eoghan O’Brien
Robertas Piragis
Oliwier Przybylik

Maksymilian Przygoda
Bennet Roy
Shane Saravanadas
Antoni Strzelecki
Karolis Tamasauskas
Akshaj Tandyala
Miguel Tinio
Matuesz Wojtas

St Mary’s Primary School
St Mary’s Place, Upper Dorset Street, Dublin 7
3rd Class
Teacher - Lorna Staunton
Nadine Ben Amor
Lavinia Bolohan
Marta Calin
Daniel Cantaragiu
Deizi Cantaragiu
Jhoan Delgadillo Arauz
Abdirahman Falag
Lena Grolewska

JC Huerto
Victoria Igbinosun
Iyangbe
Sally Ann Kelly
Milly Kere
Pietro Mufalo
Bertolozzi
Darren Palanee
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Bianca Pednekar
Augustin Rostas
Narcisa Rostas
Sorin Rostas
Sherwin Salandanan
Bhavesh Suvaparu
Hao Yu Wang
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